isomer of S-7-P. R-5-P was used by all fractions. S-7-P was not used by liver mitochondria.
As expected, the mannoheptulose was used by none.
The use of substrates involved in the Hers system is shown in In the experiment with FDP as substrate (Table  8, III) , liver and brain fractions were prepared and run simultaneously and in the same manner.
The liver x-fraction produced some lactic acid and consumed a fraction of a micromole of oxygen.
(To make these activities directly comparable with those of the mitochondria in the same experiment, they were recalculated to correct for the difference in concentration at which the two fractions were used. Thus recalculated, the micromoles oxygen becomes 0.3 for the x-fraction, compared with 2.2 for the mitochondria, and i micromoles lactic acid 1 .4 against 2.4, respectively.)
The x-fraction of brain showed even less evidence of FDP utilization than the liver x-fraction. (Recalculated in terms of the mitochondrial concentration, the micromoles oxygen becomes 0.04 for the x fraction against 3.8 for the mitochondria, and, with lactic acid, 0.6 against 6.7.) The activities of the x-fractions were small per se, and comparison with the mitochondrial activity places their possible significance in even better perspective. In the same experiment the liver supernatant was also more active than the corresponding brain fraction. This activity could, of course, be measured only as an increase in lactic acid production, since the mitochondria, and hence the Krebs cycle, were absent from these preparations.
In contrast to the above finding, the brain mitochondria were more active than the liver mitochondria, both in oxygen consumption and lactic acid formation.
Further information on the occurrence of the FDP-utilizing enzymes in brain and liver fractions can be obtained by studying their activity in fraction-recombinations (Table  8) .
When the liver x-fraction was added back to liver supernatant, the activity was equal to the sum of the activities of each fraction run alone. This implies that the relative concentration of each member of the enzyme complex was the same in each fraction. The activity of the corresponding recombination of brain fractions was about twice the sum of the activities of the single fractions.
Thus the combined brain fractions showed not only summation but also complementation of activity of those enzymes, which were limiting in the single fractions.
When liver x-fraction was added to liver mitochondria, the activity was somewhat more than additive, while the corresponding brain preparation had an activity slightly less than additive. Evidently, liver x-fraction supplied missing enzymes to the corresponding mitochondria, while the brain x-fraction did not. (Brain supernatant, however, did reinforce the lactic acid production of brain mitochondria quite significantly.)
The results, presented in this paper can be summarized by stating that brain mitochondna, prepared in the manner described, were enzymically more complete than liver initochondria.
Other studies from this laboratory (Showacre and du Buy, 1955) showed that brain mitochondria retained certain non-enzymic components better also (Ic. p. 189).
Further, the distribution of the enzyme activities over the fractions, as reported here, is in agreement with the behavior of these fractions towards Jamus green B (l.c. p. 192) . In general, the data indicate that the mitochondria lose in composition to the extent that the corresponding fractions gain. 
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